SOJOURN VENTURES

Travel Packages to Italy & Bali for Non Profit Fundraising

CASA STELLA, located in CORTONA, ITALY
CASA

Made entirely of stone, this ancient house was completely restored in 2015. The owner was born and grew up within its walls, and has kept its architectural integrity intact, but includes all modern furnishings and amenities.

Welcoming and luminous, the house is situated on three levels. On the ground floor is a master bedroom and private en suite bathroom. One flight of stairs up is the open plan living area, kitchen and laundry room. All the windows have wonderful views. The second master bedroom is on the top floor, with beamed ceilings and a private en suite bathroom.

DETAILS

• 2 bedrooms (two queen beds). Sleeps 4
• 2 full baths
• Kitchen, dining and living areas

Décor: Light and welcoming, three levels, warmly painted walls, antique Tuscan furniture mixed with contemporary and wrought-iron beds

Amenities: Free WiFi, TV, washing machine, hair dryer, air conditioning in the common living area and the upstairs bedroom

Location: Close to one of the entrance gates of the city and public parking. Very quiet area, little traffic

CORTONA

Cortona is a 3,000 year old Etruscan hill-town conveniently situated in Tuscany between Florence and Rome. It lays on the main rail line and also the main Autostrada between Rome and Florence.

Cortona was recently made famous by the book/movie “Under the Tuscan Sun”. Along with incredible physical beauty and views of the valley and lake Trasimeno below, Cortona offers a array of fine restaurants and shops. The town also boasts two museums and numerous churches and historical sights. It truly is a magical place to explore!

*Please note: Cortona is an ancient, walled hilltown with many stairs, steep streets and limited driving/parking with no elevators or handicap accomodations. Please be advised of this if you have mobility issues of any sort.

ABOUT US

Stacey Mattraw and Rob Friedman, the former owners of Urbino in Portland, Oregon, have been traveling to Italy for 30 years and have lived between Portland and Cortona for the past 15 years. They have developed an intimate knowledge of the town and have established significant friendships and relationships with the Cortona local people. They have secured the booking rights to these wonderful Cortona homes featured on the Sojourn Ventures website and have personally developed strong working relationships with these Italian owners. They have inspected all of their featured homes ensuring a high level of taste and amenities.

Stacey and Rob provide a “concierge service” for their guests to ensure a unique experience not normally available to tourists. Their famous “Insider Tips to Cortona” is a booklet they have prepared to give you valuable information regarding travel in Italy and specific information on Cortona, including favorite restaurants, cafes, shops, food stores, etc.

Their Italian colleague Denyse Perathoner of Together in Tuscany, a local Cortona tour company, is their guests’ contact and check in person. She offers a variety of fantastic local tours and activities, the most popular being personalized cooking classes and wine tours. Further afield, she organizes excellent tours of the major cities, Rome, Florence and Venice.

It gives Stacey and Rob great pleasure to share this magical part of Italy with you!

CONTACT INFORMATION

travel@sojourn-ventures.com

Trip is for 7 nights stay (Saturday to Saturday) subject to availability. There is a two-year expiration.